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Abstract 

Georgia has great development perspectives in tourism. Its unique nature, cultural heritage and geographical location give advantageous 
conditions for the development of different types of tourism. Important reforms have recently been carried out in the country aimed at 
creating tourism infrastructure. These tendencies have conditioned to encourage private initiatives in tourism business and contributed to 
rural tourism establishment. Rural tourism will help to develop local economy and create new working places. 
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Significant reforms have been recently carried out in Georgia 
aimed to create tourism legislation base, develop infra-
structure, implement contemporary educational programs and 
attract foreign investments. These tendencies have con-
ditioned to encourage private initiatives in tourism business 
and contributed to the development of rural tourism. 

Rural tourism in Georgia includes: to accommodate tourists 
in local traditional houses, provide them with local organic food 
and involve them in agricultural activities if they wish to. 

The local communities build, own or run touristic 
objects in villages, they create working places and make 
economic profit from tourism expenditure. Successful 
development of rural tourism doesn’t require any big capital 
investments, but it needs to be perfectly planned and 
elaborated. Local enterprisers engaged in rural tourism 
attended special trainings in service offering. For the first 
stage they were given an opportunity to get small loans and 
technical consultations. It’s important to preserve an optimal 
level of development in every village not to cause any 
ecological and social problems [1]. 

In mountainous regions the most number of tourists are 
accommodated in small and medium guest houses in 
accordance with the market price. It gives an unique 
opportunity to a visitor to get acquainted with local residents, 
their culture and traditions. 

Rural tourism, unlike other fields of tourism, has its own 
specificity, it requires minimum expenses for food and 
accommodation. Food is 2- 2,5 times cheaper in a village 
than in town. Life is cheap, especially in summer and it 
makes the price twice cheaper. 

Guesthouses, which are financed by the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID), get the 
certificate of International Standards. It is a guarantee that 
the tourists’ expectations as well as the service quality of a 
host family will be improved.   

Over 20 guesthouses funded by the USAID were 
renewed in Ajara, Kakheti and Samtskhe-javakheti and 
these guest houses were given scores by the local 

association “Elkana”. Elkana” standards perfectly meet with 
the service quality of the hotels. Service Quality falls into 
four categories. Category I is a minimum standard, Category 
II - high quality (1 sun, 2 suns, 3 suns).  The sun is a symbol 
for a certain category. Certification process is free-will and 
depends on the owner of a guesthouse. The certification 
process represents the classification of quality standards for 
the owners of the guesthouses.  

Guesthouses should meet the following criteria to get 
certified: 1. Certificate is a guarantee of stability for the 
owner of a guesthouse; 2.It is a good mean to inform 
customers. Customers are often unsatisfied after booking a 
hotel, as they are provided with the information of different 
service, although they face another reality after visiting the 
place. Therefore, certificate proves the promised service. 3. 
After certification the hotel is already standardized and is 
able to attract more tourists [2].  

Agricultural activities include producing local food 
products. Farmers run their own agriculture and are able to 
offer visitors ecologically clean organic products and show 
the process how it is produced. Besides that, tourists have an 
opportunity to visit cellars, pitchers, explore local customs, 
enjoy with folk shows, go hiking or horse riding, see natural 
and cultural sightseeing, take part in fishing and hunting, go 
skiing in winter, etc.  

Local population gets the maximum profit from the 
development of rural tourism. The program aims to contribute 
to the development of small businesses in order to involve as 
many as possible inhabitants in tourism industry.  

Mountain Lovers Union of Georgia together with 
Georgian representatives of the Friedrich-Ebert Fund have 
started working on rural tourism supporting program since 
2005. The main product represented by the mountainous 
regions to tourism market is its beautiful mountainous-
touristic routes with exotic natural landscapes and rich 
cultural environment. That’s why lots of local and foreign 
visitors come to see these places.  

In 2006, Swiss Cooperation Office (SCO) for the South 
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Caucasus was actively engaged in tourism development 
program. Establishing a tradition of holding exhibitions and 
festivals plays an important role for the development of 
tourism and it will lead to increase the number of tourists. 

Rural tourism development in regions requires providing 
employed and all interested people in the field of tourism with 
an opportunity of professional trainings. According to 
existing requirements there were opened training centers in 
the field of tourism serving mainly local entrepreneurs.  

It’s also important, that a visitor satisfaction survey is 
periodically conducted in the regions helping the 
government and entrepreneurs to plan their service in a 
better way and improve the service quality in order to meet 
tourist expectations. A visitor satisfaction survey is 
conducted by special methodology coordinated by the 
National Tourism Administration of Georgia and in 

cooperation with the local private sector [4].  
In rural tourism various means of advertising are used to 

attract more tourists. Nowadays the internet is the most 
popular form for advertising. It’s important that tour 
operators actively cooperate with information centers 
functioning in every region of the country. These centers 
have got enough resources to provide local as well as foreign 
tourists with necessary information.   

Rural tourism development can contribute to the 
development of village infrastructure, creation of new working 
places and overcome poverty; develop folk craftsmanship; 
protect old traditions and national heritage; reduce seasonal 
migrations; develop local traditional fields [3]. 

Thus, rural tourism is developed day by day in tourism 
industry and it has got great development perspectives. 
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